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Understand cranky uncles by becoming a cranky uncle

Learn techniques of science denial

Cranky Uncle mentors you on how to deny science

Practise spotting denial techniques in cartoon quizzes
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Also play the game in

Dutch

ICH BIN NICHT GRANTIG!!!

German

CHH. CHAGGG. CHHAGGRIJNIG!

THE GAME THAT BUILDS RESILIENCE AGAINST MISINFORMATION.

CRANKY UNCLE
NOW ALSO SPEAKS
GERMAN & DUTCH!

Additional languages soon to be released: Italian & Spanish!
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Translation fun with ambiguities

How would you “translate” something like this into your language?

Our creative solutions for Dutch and German are mentioned in the longer display.
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Detailed presentation available at sks.to/EGU22-Abstract
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Game is available for iPhone, Android and Browser

sks.to/crankyiphone
sks.to/crankyandroid
sks.to/crankybrowser
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